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Recording  
- named 


digital file captured archival digital file 


transcribed and  
linked (using e.g.  


Transcriber  
or Elan) 


Media corpus instantiates links to media  


concordance of texts, navigation tool 


output to e.g. Toolbox or Fieldworks for 
 interlinearising 


Archived 


Archived Texts, dictionary etc 


descriptive metadata added 


Typical workflow resulting in well-formed data 


Project  
planning 


descriptive metadata added 


Media corpus instantiates links to media  


Adapted from Thieberger 2004 











Documentation index 







http://austlang.aiatsis.gov.au/ 











A proper collection  


  representative range of participants recorded 


  the use of both audio and video recording 


  a mix of discourse styles  


  and so on 


  AND that the collection is described to a level 
that allows the items within it to be located by 
interested outsiders.  







Services for language collections 


  Open Language Archives Community (OLAC) 


  CLARIN (Eu) 


  DARIAH (Eu) 


  Bamboo (USA) 


  HuNI (Au) 


  HCS vLab (Au) 







Problems with collections we are given 


Metadata only at the highest level  


-  ‘collection of recordings made on June 5th 1966 in 
village X’ 


No dates, no personal names of speakers/performers 
etc.  


Digital files or analog objects (tapes, papers) with no 
metadata at all 







Files buried in several levels of directories (which each have meaningful names) but all files are 
named identically within each directory so that they have to be renamed to inherit the semantics 
associated with their location in a particular directory 


 ⎘ 20110305 


      IMG_001 > 20110305-001 


      IMG_002 > 20110305-002 


      IMG_003 > 20110305-003 


      IMG_004 > 20110305-004 


 ⎘ 20110315 


      IMG_001 > 20110315-001 


      IMG_002 > 20110315-002 


      IMG_003 > 20110315-003 


      IMG_004 > 20110315-004 


 ⎘ 20110321 


      IMG_001 > 20110321-001 


      IMG_002 > 20110321-002 


      IMG_003 > 20110321-003 


      IMG_004 > 20110321-004 







Files buried in several levels of directories (which each have meaningful names) but all files are 
named identically within each directory so that they have to be renamed to inherit the semantics 
associated with their location in a particular directory 


 ⎘ 20110305 


      IMG_001 > 20110305-001 


      IMG_002 > 20110305-002 


      IMG_003 > 20110305-003 


      IMG_004 > 20110305-004 


 ⎘ 20110315 


      IMG_001 > 20110315-001 


      IMG_002 > 20110315-002 


      IMG_003 > 20110315-003 


      IMG_004 > 20110315-004 


 ⎘ 20110321 


      IMG_001 > 20110321-001 


      IMG_002 > 20110321-002 


      IMG_003 > 20110321-003 


      IMG_004 > 20110321-004 







Multiple copies of the same files with different 
names and no indication which is the final 
version (and unknown file formats) 
AIETAPES.CPY 


AITAPES.DOC 


AITAPES.txt 


Backup of mancass.wbk 


Backup of Manus Cassettes Work.wbk 


Backup of Manus Cassettes.wbk 


Backup of Manus Recordings Copy.wbk 


Backup of Manus Recordings.wbk 


Backup of Manus Tapes All.wbk 


Copy of Manus Cassettes.doc 


DIRN-MAN.DAT 


FilmBoxes.doc 


KM1.DOC 


MANCAS S 94.DOC 


MANCASS feb 17 1994.DOC 


MANCASS FEB 94.DOC 


mancass.doc 


MANCASS.txt 


MANJOUR.DOC 


MANTAPES jan 14 1998.TXT 


MANTAPES.DOC 


MANTAPES.TXT 


Manus Cassettes.doc 


Manus Tapes All - tara convert.docx 


Manus Tapes All.doc 


Manus Tapes Copy.doc 


Manus Tapes Remnants.doc 


Manus Tapes.doc 


NGAITAPE.CPY 


NGTAPES.DOC 


NGTAPES.txt 


NGTPS.DOC 







Metadata + recording 


-> discoverable 


-> annotatable (by speakers and by linguists) 


Enriched collection 


How to get metadata out of linguists? 







FieldHelper 


http://www.fieldhelper.org/ 
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Laptop organisation of collections – ExSite9  


http://www.intersect.org.au/exsite9 
http://youtu.be/4_NmUXrWZlE 











XML schema — ExSite9 


<metadata_category inextensible="false" name="Title" type="Free Text" use="required"> 


    <description>This title should be a sensible title, unique to each item, briefly summarising the contents of the 
item, for example "Ilocano songs recorded in Burgos, Ilocos Sur, Philippines, 17 April 1993"</description> 


  </metadata_category> 


  <metadata_category inextensible="false" name="Description" type="Free Text" use="required"> 


    <description>Description may include but is not limited to: an abstract, table of contents, reference to a 
graphical representation of content, or a free-text summary account of the content. [DCMT] Description may 
also offer an annotation, or a qualitative or evaluative comment about the resource, such as a statement 
about suitability for a particular application or context.</description> 


  </metadata_category> 


  <metadata_category inextensible="true" name="Private" type="Controlled Vocabulary" use="required"> 


    <description>Choose either “false”, meaning that the metadata for the item should be publicly available, or 
“true”, meaning that the metadata for the item should be hidden (perhaps because you plan to check it and 
edit it later).</description> 


    <value>True</value> 


    <value>False</value> 


  </metadata_category> 


Format  







http://web.archive.org/web/20030323205742/http://lacito.vjf.cnrs.fr/archivage/ 
April 2003 











EOPAS – text and media corpus presentation 


  Upload text in interlinear format  


  Upload media 


  Present text and media online 


  Citable text and media 


  www.eopas.org 


Planned 


  Allow media in PARADISEC to be called 


  Provide online annotation 







 <idGroup>  


    <id>098:001</id> 


    <aud>NT1-20003-B 1173.403 
1180.39</aud> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>Ruto</tx> 


                <mr>ru=</mr> 


                <mg>3P.RS=</mg> 


                <mr>to</mr> 


                <mg>PROG</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>los</tx> 


                <mr>los</mr> 


                <mg>wash</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>ena,</tx> 


                <mr>e-</mr> 


                <mg>LOC-</mg> 


                <mr>na</mr> 


                <mg>hesit</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>ruto</tx> 


                <mr>ru=</mr> 


                <mg>3P.RS=</mg> 


                <mr>to</mr> 


                <mg>PROG</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>pan</tx> 


                <mr>pan</mr> 


                <mg>go</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>los</tx> 


                <mr>los</mr> 


                <mg>wash</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>Ermag</tx> 


                <mr>Ermag</mr> 


                <mg>Erromango</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>me</tx> 


                <mr>me</mr> 


                <mg>and</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <txGroup> 


                <tx>gar,</tx> 


                <mr>gar</mr> 


                <mg>3P.</mg> 


            </txGroup> 


            <fg>The washed there, they 
would go and wash at Erromango, 
but they,</fg> 


        </idGroup> 







Import 
Transcripts 
and media 







Selection of 
XML formats 
to upload 







Validation of 
XML on upload 







Media upload 
and transcode 











http://www.eopas.org/transcripts?language_code=erk  







Metadata 


Playable media 







Selected text 


Keyword in 
Context / 
Concordance 
in all texts of 
that language 


Reference 
to 


morpheme
-level 







Ability to 
turn off 


morphemic 
view 







Reference 
to 


morpheme-
level 







Reference 
to timed 


chunk 











Corpus presentation 


  Valuing corpora as scholarly output 


  Ranking corpora as equivalent to: monograph; 
journal article; book chapter; working paper. 


blog discussion here:  


http://www.paradisec.org.au/blog/2012/11/counting-collections/ 







  As has been observed for a number of Humanities projects, a 
lack of tools frustrates the use of existing datasets, as “it is 
maybe not the critical mass of digitized data that is missing – 
though it is debatable enough whether the quality of its web 
availability is appropriate – but rather the tools that would allow 
humanities scholars to use those digitized materials in any useful 
way for research.” (van Zundert 2012:167) 







Conclusions 


  Small gaps in fieldwork methods can cause a 
research project to risk losing its data 


  Two gaps identified here  


  Metadata entry 


  Corpus presentation 







Conclusions 


  Confluence of 


  large datasets of primary linguistic material 


  newly developed services for scholarly 
outputs 







http://www.nflrc.hawaii.edu/ldc/ 







http://www.rnld.org 
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